
Dear <<First Name>>, 
 
Welcome to Issue #89 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest. 
 
[SAMA] Episode 17: Holographic Universe, Energetics and Health 
 
In this episode, you will learn quantum energy and healing, pyramid power,
scalar energy, taking back your energetic space, and so much more. Watch the
video replay here: [SAMA] Episode 17: Holographic Universe, Energetics and
Health 
 
Spooky2 Blog Articles 
 
How to Add New Generators to the Running Software 
Learn how to add new generators to the running software. 
 
Presets for Chlamydia 
Here are three presets for Chlamydia. 
 
Spooky2 Q&A 
 
Does the plasma tube pass the frequencies through your body in a more
powerful way than contact mode? 
The Plasma energy is stronger than contact and it has Ultrasonic plus Contact
and PEMF. 
 
Why we need PEMF coil? 
The PEMF coil is helpful to increase circulation in joints, which helps the
immune system fight pathogens within and allows for greater waste removal. 
 
Is there a way to kill the bacteria/biofilms inside these teeth? 
You need to scour database and scan everything associated with gum and
dental to find your relevant frequencies. 
 
How to reduce the time of biofeedback scan? 
The biofeedback scan duration depends on whether the pulse rate is being
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read consistently. 
 
User preset for Spinal injury and back pain. 
I have created a user preset that has worked very well for me for occasional
back pain. 
 
Spooky2 Forum Posts 
 
We Are Living In A Simulation - New Evidence! 
Groundbreaking documentary from the genious guys at 'Quantum Gravity
Research' about the true nature of reality. 
 
Do Molecular Weight Frequencies require a different Shell? 
I have noticed that when I run frequencies that start with an M, I don't feel any
tingling with them. 
 
How many remote programs can we run at once on the same person? 
How many remote programs can I run at one time on the same person without
having them cancel out? 
 
Vision Correction Exercises 
This video shows demonstration of how to relax the eye muscles and improve
your vision. 
 
Milk Thistle Benefits (Silybum marianum) liver disease.  
This plant is very powerful for all kind of liver disease. 
 
Best of health, 
Echo 
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You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. 
If you have questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is: 
Spooky2 Rife

Room 209, Building 7
No. 9, Shengli West Road
Nanjing, JiangSu 211106

China
 

Add us to your address book
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